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The United Network for Organ Sharing (UNOS) uses Send Word Now to
rapidly send notifications for matching a donated organ with its recipient.
At any given moment, there are 100,000
candidates awaiting organs in the United States.
For many potential organ recipients, their only
hope of surviving is rapidly receiving a donated
organ that matches their medical profile. UNOS
matches donors with recipients, while working
with 58 local Organ Procurement Organizations
(OPOs) around the country.
CASE IN POINT
When a donated organ becomes available,
a detailed organ profile must be sent to the
doctors of potential organ recipients at OPOs
across the country to make sure the organ and
the recipient are a good match. Every second
counts once an organ becomes available. The
sooner a transplant operation can take place, the
better the chances it will be successful.
An organ and its recipient might be hundreds
or thousands of miles away from one another,
while the time frame for delivering the organ
while it is still usable may only be a few hours.
In the past, UNOS used a manual call system to
contact potential organ recipients. This labor
intensive process took hours to complete. Very
rarely would the entire list of potential recipients
be contacted before time expired to determine if
the organ could be used.
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THE SOLUTION
UNOS implemented Send Word Now to shorten
the time window between when an organ is
available and a donor is identified.
Send Word Now has enabled UNOS to speed
up and simplify this process considerably,
helping UNOS to save lives every single day.
The process of notifying doctors of an available
organ, sending information about the organ
and confirming that a recipient is a good
match now takes only 40 minutes on average.
UNOS projects that the number of successful
transplants completed each year will double
with the help of Send Word Now.

REACTION
“We’re very comfortable with Send Word
Now, both the system and the relationship.
Stability is exceptionally important to us.
Every time we send a message, we know
Send Word Now is going to be there.”
		
		

- Blaine Hess
Chief Technology Officer
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